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Introduction

National Grid is pleased to be working with The Scout Association to bring 
you this resource supporting the Home Safety Activity Badge.

At National Grid we know that everyone wants their home to be a safe place to be with their  
family and friends. But every year there are thousands of accidents in people’s homes all across  
the UK. Many of these could be avoided if people followed some simple rules and advice.

That’s why we have put together the activities in this pack to support Cub Scouts in learning how 
to be safe at home. It should help them spot dangers, keep safe and know what to do in an  
emergency. 

We’ve provided these Leader’s Notes to help you deliver the Activity Badge Pack. They include 
information about the activities in the pack and some extra ideas for activities you could do with 
the Cubs. There’s also a Log Book for Cubs to record tasks completed at home and a certificate 
that you can print and present to them on completion of the badge. 

By completing the tasks within this resource and using a small amount of supporting equipment, 
Cub Scouts will be able to complete and be awarded their National Grid Home Safety Activity 
Badge. All of these resources can be downloaded at http://scouts.org.uk/nationalgrid 

We hope you enjoy using this pack.
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What's in the activity pack?

There are seven activity sheets in the pack. Each sheet provides information  
on a different home safety topic and includes tasks for Cub Scouts to complete 
to earn their Home Safety Activity Badge sponsored by National Grid.
The activity sheets link to the badge requirements and focus on prevention and knowing what to do 
in an emergency.

Each sheet includes: things to look out for, tips for keeping safe and practical activities for Cubs to 
complete to demonstrate their understanding of the topic and qualify for their badge.

Activities in the pack can be worked on individually, in pairs or small groups and may involve the 
whole Cub Scout Pack working together. Most activities can be completed independently by the Cubs 
at a Cub Scout meeting but some will need additional research time at home. An accompanying log 
book allows Cubs to record the tasks they complete at home (see page 10 for more information).

We have also provided a certificate which can be personalised for each Cub and presented to them on 
completion of the badge (see page 10 for further information). You can download the certificate and 
log book from http://scouts.org.uk/nationalgrid

Equipment and resources
All your Cubs will need to complete the Home Safety Activity Badge is a copy of the activity sheets,  
a pen/pencil and a selection of colouring pens, pencils or crayons. Some of the additional activity ideas 
we’ve included for leaders may need supporting materials but these are everyday items that will be 
easy to find.

Home Safety Badge - Leader's Notes

The home safety topics covered are:
1. Home Power – safety tips about electricity, gas and carbon monoxide

2. Leaks and Loss – how to deal with loss of electricity and water and gas leaks

3. Fire Safety – fire prevention and knowing what to do if there’s a fire

4.  Accidents at Home – trips, slips and falls, poisons, burns and scalds, sharp objects and 
drowning and suffocation

5. First Aid box – being prepared to deal with cuts, grazes and sprains

6. Crime Prevention – keeping yourself and your home safe from crime

7. Help in an Emergency – who to call and how to make an emergency call

8. Keeping Warm and Saving Energy – how to keep warm, safe and save energy at home
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Using the activity sheets

The table below shows which activity sheets relate to the Home Safety  
Activity Badge requirements and provides a brief overview of their content 
and suggested timings.

Home Safety 
Activity Badge 
requirements

Related 
activity 
sheet

Activity sheet 
overview

Suggested 
timings

1.  Know what to do 
in the event of a 
burst water pipe, 
gas leak or 
electricity power 
failure in your 
home.

Home Power 
– Electricity 

and Gas

•	 Information on electricity and gas in the home 
including safety advice and the dangers of 
carbon monoxide. 

(NOTE: additional information for leaders about 
carbon monoxide can be found on page 5.)

•	 Activities: finding items powered by electricity; 
spotting electrical dangers and hazards; looking 
at healthy and unhealthy gas flames.

10 – 15 
mins and 
at home 

activity time

Leaks and 
Loss

•	 Information on how to deal with gas leaks and 
the loss of electricity and water in the home. 
Includes important safety messages.

•	 Activities: finding items at home which use 
gas; finding out what a stop cock, gas meter 
and fuse box are and where they’re located at 
home and in the Scout HQ.

10 – 15 
mins and 
at home 

activity time

2.  Know what 
precautions you 
need to take and 
know what to do 
if fire breaks out 
in your home.

Fire Safety

•	 Information on fire safety at home (prevention 
and what to do if a fire breaks out). 

•	 Activities: to plan a home fire escape route; 
fire hazard wordsearch.

10 – 15 
mins

3.  Be able to 
identify the 
common causes 
of accidents in the 
home and how they 
can be prevented.

Accidents at 
Home

•	 Information on common accidents at home, how 
to prevent them and hazards to look out for. 

•	 Activities: match the hazard symbols to the 
danger; spot the hazards in an imaginary kitchen.

10 – 15 
mins

First Aid Box

•	 Information on useful items to have in a First Aid 
box and what they can be used for.

•	 Activity: name items from the First Aid box and 
match them to the injury they could be used for.

10 – 15 
mins

1

2

3

4

5
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Home Safety 
Activity Badge 
requirements

Related 
activity 
sheet

Activity sheet 
overview

Suggested 
timings

4.  Know what 
precautions to take 
to protect your 
home from crime. Crime 

Prevention 
at Home

•	 Information on things to do to help avoid a 
home being broken into and things to consider 
about personal safety when out and about. 

•	 Activity: fill in the gaps in a home safety 
checklist.

10 – 15 
mins

5.  Know how to 
make an emergency 
telephone call, 
including using 
mobile telephones, 
to call the 
emergency services.

Help in an 
Emergency

•	 Information on the emergency services and how 
to make an emergency call. 

•	 Activities: find the nearest emergency phone 
to home; role-play making an emergency call; 
create a list of emergency and useful numbers.

15 – 30 
mins

6.  Know where the 
nearest public 
telephone box 
is to your house, 
or where you 
can make an 
emergency call 
should this phone 
be out of order.

7.  Make a list of 
useful emergency 
numbers.

  n/a

Keeping 
Warm and 

Saving 
Energy

•	 Information on things to do to keep warm and 
safe at home.

•	 Activities: design a poster; complete a crossword 
puzzle; conduct a draught test at home.

15 – 30 
mins and 
at home 

activity time

6

7

8

Using the activity sheets (continued)
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Supporting information and extra activities
We’ve provided some supporting information for some of the activity 
sheet topics below. You may find this useful when talking with the Cubs 
and helpful when answering any questions they may have.

We’ve also included some extra activity suggestions which the Cubs can 
get involved with to help make the home safety messages come to life. 
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Activity 1

Extra activity
1. Flame Healthcheck: if you have a kitchen area with gas appliances or access to a gas boiler in 

the Scout HQ, demonstrate to Cubs how they can check to see if the gas flame is ‘healthy’ or  
‘unhealthy’.

2. Power Source: get the Cubs to work in groups to see what items in the Scout HQ are powered by 
mains electricity or batteries. You could bring in some items to place discreetly around the hall e.g. 
battery – torch, TV remote control; mains electricity – radio, alarm clock, hairdryer. Get the Cubs to 
write the name of each item on a slip of paper which they then have to put in the correct ‘Power 
Source Zone’ for either battery or mains electricity (this could be a space on the wall or on a table). 
Alternatively ask the cubs to write a list or draw a picture of what they find and the source.

Additional information about Gas Safety and carbon monoxide poisoning
Gas Safety

 � Gas is delivered through a pipeline but can also come in bottles and canisters. Cubs should always 
be careful when they are around any type of gas. 

 � All gas appliances should be checked every year by a Gas Safe engineer. 

 � To find a local Gas Safe engineer call 0800 408 5500 or visit www.gassaferegister.co.uk 

Carbon monoxide poisoning 

 � Symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning:

 - Having headaches

 - Feeling tired or drowsy

 - Feeling sick

 - Chest or stomach pains

Home Power – Electricity and Gas
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Activity 2

Extra activity
Stop the loss! After the Cubs have worked through the activity sheet and learnt about how to deal 
with water and gas leaks and power loss, play an active game to test their knowledge. 

 � Set-up three corners of the room and put into each one a picture of a stop cock, a fuse box or 
a gas meter. 

 � Get the Cubs to jog around the room until you call out a problem that has occurred in the house. 

 � Once you call out a problem, the Cubs need to run to the correct corner of the room to show 
which item they think will help with the problem.

Different problems you could call out are:

Problem Answer
“the bathroom tap is leaking” Stopcock

“all the lights have gone off” Fuse box

“I can smell gas” Gas meter

“the toilet is over-flowing” Stopcock

“I turned on the kettle and the power has gone off” Fuse box

“the gas flame on the boiler is burning yellow not blue” Gas meter

“the TV won’t work” Fuse box

“water is coming through the ceiling” Stopcock

 � Those who go to the wrong item, have to sit out of the rest of the game. The winner is the last 
person left in the game.

Activity 3

Extra activities
1. Fire Drill: Organise a fire drill with your group to help you practise escaping safely from your 

Scout HQ.

2. Seek and Find: Get the Cubs to find out where the smoke/fire alarms and fire extinguishers 
are in your Scout HQ.

3. Alarm Test: Bring in a smoke alarm/detector to show the Cubs. Get them to take it in turns to 
test the alarm by pressing the ’TEST’ button, this will also familiarise them with the sound the 
alarm makes when it goes off. Some Cubs may have mains-wired smoke alarms at home which 
don’t have to be tested every week but do need to be replaced every 10 years.

Leaks and Loss

Fire Safety
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Activity 4

Extra activity
Hazard Corner: Create a ‘hazard corner’ in your Scout HQ and encourage the Cubs to become 
hazard spotters. 

 � Lay out some toys, games and clothes on the floor which people could trip over. You could also 
bring in some cables which could be put across the floor and perhaps place an unlit candle next 
to a curtain. 

 � Once you have set up your ‘hazard corner’ ask the Cubs to take a look and write down all the 
things they can see which could be a possible hazard.

 � Ask them why it is a hazard and what they can do to prevent it in the future.

Activity 5

Extra activity
First Aider: use your group First Aid box or bring in a simple First Aid kit and let the Cubs choose one 
or two items from it and then role play with a partner what they would use their items for and which 
injury their partner would be suffering from which they would have to use their items for. You could 
use this activity as an introduction into the Emergency Aid Staged Activity Badge.

Activity 6

Extra activities
1. Crime Spotter: walk around the outside of your Scout HQ with the Cubs to see where it may be 

possible for someone to break-in and check if anything has been left outside which could help a 
burglar e.g. ladders; then walk around the inside of the hall to make sure all doors and windows 
can be closed properly when everyone leaves. 

2. Safety tips: get the Cub Scouts to work in teams and identify a ‘caller’, this could be the leader or 
a Cub Scout for each of the teams. The role of the caller is to shout ‘I’m at home’,’ I’m going out’ 
or ‘I’m out and about’. The first team to respond with a crime prevention safety tip, such as those 
on the activity sheet, wins a point or shouts the next call. To help manage noise levels, get the 
team to put their hands up as soon as they have a response, or if the Leader is calling, get a team 
member to run to the leader with their response.

Accidents at Home

First Aid Box

Crime Prevention at Home
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Activity 7

Extra activities
1. Emergency or not? This activity is to help Cubs recognise the difference between an emergency 

(requiring a 999 call) and non-emergency situation and takes the form of a voting game. Call out 
some examples of emergency and non-emergency situations and get Cubs to indicate if they think 
they should call 999 either by raising their hand or standing up.

Examples to call out are: 

 � A car has knocked someone over (Emergency: call 999)

 � A friend has fallen off their bike and grazed their knee (no need to call 999) 

 � A lady has had her bag stolen (no need to call 999 - but call the local police)

 � Someone has lost their cat (no need to call 999)

 � A fire has started in someone’s house (Emergency: call 999)

 � Someone has collapsed and is having trouble breathing (Emergency: call 999) 

2. Action! Emergency! In small groups or pairs get the Cubs to role play how they would deal with 
an emergency situation when they are away from home. Give them a scenario e.g. a friend has 
been knocked off their bike by a car whilst playing in the street. Ask them to role play what they 
would do next including:

 � Where would they go to find help?

 � Who would they call?

 � What information would they need to be able to tell someone e.g. the name of the road, park or 
area they are playing in, what the emergency is and what they need help with.

You could write these questions on a piece of paper and get one group (or pair) to ask the question 
for the other Cub or group to respond to.

Help in an Emergency
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Activity 8

Extra activities
1. Stop the draught! Get the Cubs to work in pairs or groups to conduct a ‘gap test’ and check for 

draughts in the Scout HQ. Ask them to write down their findings and provide suggestions for how 
the draught could be prevented. This might include closing a door, using the inner and outer doors 
effectively, etc.

2. Fresh air without the draught. Walk around the inside and outside of the Scout HQ with the 
Cubs to spot where there are air vents. Look out for:

 � Extractor fans – take out damp air quickly from rooms where lots of moisture is produced 
e.g. kitchens and bathrooms

 � Window vents – small vents usually found on modern windows that let fresh air ‘trickle’ in, often 
called ‘trickle vents’

 � Wall vents – these let small amounts of fresh air into rooms

 �  Airbricks and under-floor grilles – these help keep wooden beams and floors dry and can be found 
on the inside and outside of the wall

Explain that it’s important to have some ventilation at home, it keeps the air fresh and helps prevent 
condensation and damp. It’s also important that rooms have some ventilation, especially if there’s a 
fuel burning fire i.e. wood, coal or gas. A healthy flame needs air to burn safely; an unhealthy flame 
can produce carbon monoxide which can be dangerous.

Note: additional information for leaders about carbon monoxide can be found on page 5 of the Lead-
er’s notes; and information and an activity for Cubs can be found in Activity Sheet 1 ‘Home Power – 
Electricity and Gas’. 

3. Get insulated. Ask Cubs to bring pictures cut from magazines that show insulating materials/
good examples of a warm, safe room e.g. curtains closed. Use these to make a collage.

4. Temperature control. Bring in a thermometer and get the Cubs to record the temperature in 
different areas of the Scout HQ. Ask them to record the temperature in fahrenheit and centigrade 
and jot down whether they felt hot, cold or just right in different parts of the building. Then find 
out if everyone felt the same way i.e. if they all felt cold, hot, etc. Use the feedback to help Cubs 
appreciate that different people feel comfortable at different temperatures. Get the Cubs to 
compare the actual temperature in different parts of the building with the recommended 
temperatures at home i.e. main living room 18-21°C (65-70°F); bedroom 18°C (65°F); rest of 
house 16°C (61°F) minimum.
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Keeping Warm and Saving Energy
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Log book
Your Cub Scouts can use the Home Safety Activity Badge 
log book to record activities and tasks that they have 
completed as part of the badge; this is particularly  
useful for activities that have been completed at home. 

You can download the log book from:  
http://scouts.org.uk/nationalgrid

Certificate
The Home Safety Activity Badge certificate has been 
provided as a writable PDF which can be personalised 
electronically for each Cub Scout before you print it off. 
Alternatively you may prefer to print the certificate and 
then enter this information by hand.

You can download the certificate from:  
http://scouts.org.uk/nationalgrid

To personalise the certificate electronically:

1. Download the certificate onto your desktop

2. Click on the ‘name’ box

3. Type in the name of the Cub

4. Click on the ‘date’ box and type in the date or select  
it from the dropdown calendar

5. Print the certificate

You can overtype the name and date if you have several 
certificates to prepare.
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Activity sheet - answers






 


 


Put a tick next to the items that are powered by mains electricity.


Electricity is energy that travels into our homes through wires. Every time you 
turn on the TV, use a computer or switch on a light you are using electricity. 
You can’t see or smell it but you use it every day!

We all need electricity for our everyday life but it can be dangerous 
if it’s not used safely. Things to remember when using electricity:

 Don’t have too many appliances running off one plug socket. Each socket 
is made for one plug and having lots of extension leads with plugs attached 
can overload the socket and could cause a power cut or even a fi re.

 Don’t put anything in a plug socket that is not a plug. This could cause an
electric shock which is very serious. 

 Don’t get water near electrical appliances or touch anything electrical with wet 
hands or feet. Water and electricity don’t mix and can cause a serious accident.

 Don’t use appliances with damaged electrical cables where the plastic is cracked 
and you can see the wires; or if the plug is cracked or burnt. 





✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔




 





Look at these pictures and write next to each one what the electrical danger is. 



Carry out an electricity health check at home to make sure there are no electrical 
hazards like the ones in Activity 1b.
Here’s a checklist to help you, put a tick in the box when you’ve checked these things at home.

Sockets have only one plug or appliance running off them

There are no damaged cables or plugs 

There are no electrical items near water 

People know to turn off lights and appliances when they have fi nished using them 

 





 

 

 

 



Turn off lights and appliances when they’re not being used (but check with an 
adult fi rst to fi nd out what has to be left on). It saves electricity, energy and 
money and is good for the planet too!











Look at your gas fl ames at home. On a gas boiler you can see the gas fl ame 
through a small window on the front of the boiler, this is called the pilot light.

 A healthy gas fl ame will burn bright blue with a hint of yellow at the very top.

 An unhealthy gas fl ame will burn yellow or orange.

If your gas fl ame at home is burning yellow or orange ask an adult to turn the appliance off, open the 
windows and call a Gas Safe engineer to come and check the appliance.



Colour in the gas fl ames to show a healthy fl ame and an unhealthy fl ame. 

TIP
SAFETY To keep your home safe, adults at home can buy a carbon 

monoxide alarm that will make a sound if it can detect 
carbon monoxide. 

Healthy and unhealthy flames

Healthy Unhealthy







Activity 1a

Activity 1b

Activity 1c At home task

Activity 1d At home task

Activity 2a At home task

Activity 2b At home/ Scout HQ task

Activity 1e

Activity 3b

Activity 4b

Activity 4a






 




There are lots of things at home that can make you sick or ill if you eat, touch 
or drink them.
What to be aware of:

 Liquids from the bathroom, kitchen and garden like bleach, cleaning spray and plant food. Most of 
these will have warning signs on them that tell you of the dangers.

 Medicines should always be kept somewhere safe and out of reach of children.

 Wild berries and mushrooms are sometimes edible, but lots can be poisonous too. Don’t put them 
in your mouth unless an adult tells you they’re safe to eat.



Warning signs on bottles and containers let you know if a liquid is poisonous 
and harmful. Look at the different signs and read the different meanings. Draw 
a line to connect the signs with the right meaning. 











TIP
SAFETY If you or someone else has eaten or drunk something that you 

think is poisonous, tell an adult straight away.



Activity 3a Drawing task

Overloaded 
socket

Putting 
something 
other than  
a plug into  
a socket

Drink near 
electrical item 
- laptop

Electrical  
item in the 
bathroom 
near water

Pills

BLEACH
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Activity sheet - answers (continued)

Activity 5a

Activity 6a

Activity 7a Will differ by Cub












Imagine you are going away on holiday. Fill in the blanks to show all the things 
to remember to do to keep the house safe before you leave. 






















Close the ....................................

Lock the front and .......................... door

............................... the gate

Put ............................... items somewhere safe

Tell a ........................................................... you 
are going away and when you will be back

Put ........................................ tools and ladders 
away in the ............................... or garage

Cancel the ............................... and
.............................................................. deliveries

Checklist! Remember to:

Can you think of two more things to add to the list?

 



windows

back

Close

valuable

trusted neighbour

garden

shed

milk

newspaper

Activity 7b Role play task

Activity 7c 

Activity 8c 








EYE

WASH




Look at the pictures of useful items to have in a First Aid box and write down 
what they are. Then draw a line to show which items you would use for each 
of the injuries below. 

















EYE

WASH

EYE

WASH

EYE

WASH

EYE

WASH

EYE

WASH



Wound dressing Tweezers

Plaster Eye wash

Crepe bandage Cleansing wipe












There are many types of incidents where you may need some help in dealing 
with them. It’s a good idea to keep a list of emergency numbers by the
telephone. Create your own list and include telephone numbers for each
of these people and services. 

Emergency numbers



Emergency details Telephone number

Telephone number

Police

Fire and rescue service

Ambulance service

Coastguard

Mountain Rescue

National Gas Emergency Service

Local police station

Gas Safe engineer (to check your gas appliances)

Electricity supplier (to report a power cut)

Water services supplier (to report a water leak)

Doctor

Dentist

Vet

Family member

Trusted neighbour

Plumber

Electrician

Other useful contacts

(to report a gas leak)



999 
999 
999 
999 
999 
0800 111 999

1

2

3

4

5 6

7

8
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